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Let A be a PI-algebra over a field F. We study the asymptotic behavior of the
sequence of codimensions cn (A) of A. We show that if A is finitely generated over
F then Inv(A)=limn   n- cn (A) always exists and is an integer. We also obtain the
following characterization of simple algebras: A is finite dimensional central simple
over F if and only if Inv(A)=dim A.  1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let F be a field and F(X) the free algebra freely generated by the coun-
table set X=[x1 , x2 } } } ] over F. If A is an associative PI-algebra over F,
the set of identities of A, Id(A), is a T-ideal of F(X) and F(A) =
F(X)Id(A) is the free algebra of countable rank in the variety generated
by A. In characteristic zero since every identity is equivalent to a system of
multilinear identities, an important invariant is provided by the dimensions
cn (A) of the n-multilinear part of F(A). More precisely for n1, if Vn is
the space of multilinear polynomials in x1 , ..., xn , then cn (A)=
dimF Vn(Vn & Id(A)) is the n-th codimension of A.
The first result about the behavior of the sequence of codimensions was
obtained by Regev in [8]: he proved that for any associative algebra A,
cn (A) is exponentially bounded, i.e., there exist constants a, :>0 such that
cn (A)a:n for all n.
In [6] Kemer described the algebras A in characteristic zero having
polynomial growth of the codimensions in the language of the cocharacter
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sequence of A ; he also showed that the growth of the codimensions of a
PI-algebra is either polynomial or at least 2n.
The asymptotic behavior of the sequence of codimensions has been
computed for some algebras in case F is of characteristic zero. Recall that
verbally prime PI-algebras were introduced by Kemer in his solution of
the Specht problem (see [7]). For such algebras it was proved in [2]
and [11] that there exist constants a1 , a2 , g, : such that a1n g:n
cn (A)a2 n g:n; moreover in all these cases : is a positive integer.
For any PI-algebra A we define (see [5])
Inv(A)= lim
n  
n- cn (A), Inv(A)= 
n  
n- cn (A),
and
Inv(A)=Inv(A)=Inv(A)
in case of equality. The following conjecture is well known among mathe-
maticians working in PI-theory.
Conjecture. For any PI-algebra A over a field of characteristic zero
Inv(A) always exists and is an integer.
In this paper we answer this conjecture for the class of finitely generated
algebras. We prove that if A is a finite dimensional algebra over a field of
characteristic zero, then Inv(A) exists and Inv(A)=dimF B where B is a
suitable semisimple subalgebra of an extension of A. By using a result of
Kemer we are able to extend this result to finitely generated algebras.
Moreover we compute Inv(A) explicitly in case of simple or semisimple
algebras and we obtain the following characterization of central simple
algebras: A is a finite dimensional central simple algebra over F if and only
if Inv(A)=dimF A.
2. PRELIMINARIES
Throughout F will be a field of characteristic zero and A a PI-algebra.
Let Vn be the F-vector space of multilinear polynomials in x1 , ..., xn , and
FSn the group algebra of the symmetric group Sn . It is well known that the
map _  x_(1) } } } x_(n) induces an F-linear isomorphism Vn $FSn .
The induced left action of Sn on Vn is given by
_f (x1 , ..., xn)= f (x_(1) , ..., x_(n)),
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where _ # Sn and f (x1 , ..., xn) # Vn . Since Vn & Id(A) is invariant under this
action, Vn (Vn & Id(A)) has a structure of left Sn -module. The correspond-
ing Sn-character, denoted /n (A), is called the n-th cocharacter of A. Then
deg /n (A)=cn (A) is the n-th codimension of A.
In characteristic zero the representation theory of the symmetric group
is well known: the irreducible Sn -characters are in one-to-one corre-
spondence with the partitions of n. Let /* be the irreducible character
associated to the partition * V n. Since char F=0, by complete reducibility
we can write /n (A)=* V n m*/* where m*0 are the corresponding mul-
tiplicities. By taking degrees we get cn (A)=* V n m* d* where d*=/* (1)
can be explicitly computed either by the YoungFrobenius formula or by
the hook formula.
A basic result for the study of the growth of the codimensions of a
PI-algebra A is the following
Theorem 1 [1, Theorem 16]. Let A be a PI-algebra over a field of
characteristic zero with cocharacter /n (A)=* V n m*/* . Then the multi-
plicities m* are polynomially bounded, i.e., there exist constants a, k>0 such
that for all n and * V n, m*a |*|k.
If *=(*1 , ..., *r) V n, then r=h(*) is the height of * and *1=l(*) the
length of *. If D* is the Young diagram associated to *, then h(*) and l(*)
are the height and the width of D* respectively.
Let T* be a tableau on D* , RT*Sn the subgroup of row permutations
of T* and CT* Sn the subgroup of column permutations of T* . If we set
R T*=p # RT* p and C T*=q # CT* (sgn q)q, then the element eT*=R T* C T* is
an essential idempotent of FSn and FSn eT* is an irreducible representation
of Sn associated to the partition *.
We denote with H(s, 0; n)=[*=(*1 , ..., *r) V n | rs] the set of parti-
tions of n whose diagram lies in a strip of height s. The following Lemma
is well known (see [9] or [5, Lemma 3.4]).
Lemma 1. If dim A=s<, then /n (A)=* # H(s, 0; n) m* /*
Next remark is also known and we give its proof for completeness.
Remark 1. Let A be a PI-algebra over a field F and FK an extension
field. Then
Id(A)F K=Id(AF K);
hence for all n1, cn (A)=cn (AF K).
Proof. It is clear that Id(A)KId(AK). Let now f (x1 , ..., xm)=
ri=1 k iM i # Id(AK) where the Mi ’s are distinct monomials in the
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alphabet X and ki # K. Let b1 , ..., bn be a basis of the vector space spanned
by the coefficients k1 , ..., kr over F and let k i=nj=1 : ij bj , :ij # F for all
i=1, ..., r. Then
f (x1 , ..., xm)= :
r
i=1
:
n
j=1
: ijbj Mi # :
n
j=1 \ :
r
i=1
:ij Mi+bj .
For any a1 , ..., am # A, we have
0= f (a1 1, ..., am 1) :
n
j=1 \ :
r
i=1
:ijMi (a1 , ..., am)+bj .
Since the bj ’s are linearly independent over F, it follows that ri=1 : ijMi is
a PI for A for all j=1, ..., n. Hence Id(AK)Id(A)K. K
At the light of the above remark we shall assume from now on (unless
otherwise stated) that F is an algebraically closed field of characteristic
zero.
3. UPPER BOUND OF THE CODIMENSIONS
For any natural numbers d, k, t, we let x j1 , ..., x
j
d , y1 , ..., yt , (1 jk)
be distinct variables. We define Qd, k as the set of all multilinear polyno-
mials
f = f (x11 , ..., x
1
d , ..., x
k
1 , ..., x
k
d , y1 , ..., yt)
t=0, 1, ... such that f is alternating on each set of variables [x j1 , ..., x
j
d], for
j=1, ..., k.
The following lemma can be essentially found in [5]. Here we give a dif-
ferent proof.
Lemma 2. Let A be a finite-dimensional algebra satisfying all identities
f #0, f # Qd+1, k , for some k. Then cn (A)Cnr d n for some constants C, r.
Proof. Let s=dim A. By Lemma 1 and Theorem 1, cn(A)=* # H(s, 0; n)
m*d*nr * # H(s, 0; n) d* . By [10] * # H(s, 0; n) d*&Cnrsn for some explicit
constants C and r. Hence we are done in case ds. Suppose now that d<s.
Let * be a partition of n and suppose that D* contains a (d+1)_k
rectangle (with d+1 rows and k columns). For any tableau T* , the poly-
nomial eT* (x) is a linear combination of polynomials each alternating in
d+1 variables. By applying the hypothesis we get that every irreducible
Sn-module FSneT* corresponding to * lies in Vn & Id(A). Therefore in order
to complete the proof it is enough to show that E=* # T d*Cnr d n for
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some C, r where T is the set of partitions in H(s, 0, n) not containing a
(d+1)_k rectangle. This sum consists of two parts E=E1+E2 where
E1= :
* # H(d, 0, n)
d* and E2= :
sh(*)>d
d*
For the first summand by [10] E1C1nr1 d n. Also from the hook formula
for the dimensions of the irreducible FSn-modules it follows that E2nskE1
since h(*)s. This completes the proof of the lemma. K
Throughout we shall assume that A is a finite dimensional algebra over
the algebraically closed field F, char F=0 and J(A)=J is its Jacobson radi-
cal. By the WedderburnMalcev theorem (see [3, Theorem 72.19]) there
exists a finite dimensional semisimple subalgebra B of A over F such that
A=B+J and B & J=0. Let B=B1  } } } Bn be the decomposition of B
into the direct sum of its simple components.
In case A=J is nilpotent, then clearly for n large cn (A)=0 and there is
nothing to prove. Therefore we shall assume from now on that A{J.
We now define an integer d=d(A) in the following way: consider all
possible nonzero products of the type
C1JC2J } } } JCk&1JCk {0, (1)
where C1 , ..., Ck are distinct subalgebras from the set [B1 , ..., Bn] and
k=1, 2, } } } ; if k=1 this means that C1=Bi for some 1in. We then
define d=d(A) to be the maximal dimension of a subalgebra C1+ } } } +Ck
satisfying (1).
In the above definition the requirement that the Ci ’s are all distinct is not
essential as the following lemma shows.
Lemma 3. Suppose A1 , ..., Am are simple subalgebras from the set
[B1 , ..., Bn] which may be equal to one another and
A1JA2J } } } JAm&1JAm {0. (2)
Then dim(A1+ } } } +Am)d.
Proof. If in the product (2) some subalgebra Bi appears two or more
times then, since JBiJJ, we can reduce this product to get a non-zero
product of the type (2) with the Ai ’s all distinct. K
Lemma 4. Let f = f (x1 , ..., xd+1 , y1 , ..., yt) be a multilinear polynomial
which is alternating in the variables x1 , ..., xd+1 and t0. If we substitute
x1 , ..., xd+1 with elements from the semisimple subalgebra B and y1 , ..., yt with
arbitrary elements of A, then the value of f will be zero.
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Proof. Since the polynomial f is multilinear it is enough to evaluate f in
a basis of A. Fix some basis of A which is the union of basis of B1 , ..., Bn and
J respectively. If we replace all the variables in f with basis elements from the
semisimple part B then, since BiBj=0 for i{ j, the value of f will be zero
unless all elements come from one simple component; in this last case the
value of f will still be zero since d+1 is strictly larger than the dimension of
any simple subalgebra Bi , i=1, ..., n and f is alternating in x1 , ..., xd+1 .
Therefore, in order to obtain a non-zero value we should sub-
stitute at least one variable with an element from the radical J. Substitute the
variables x1 , ..., xd+1 with the distinct basis elements a1 # A1 , ..., ad+1 # Ad+1
respectively where A1 , ..., Ad+1 # [B1 , ..., Bn] are non necessarily distinct
simple components. Since for i{ j we have Bi Bj=0 it follows that any
monomial in f takes value in a subspace of one of the following types
Ai1 JAi2 J } } } JAim&1 JAim , JAi1 JAi2 J } } } JAim&1JAim ,
Ai1 JAi2 J } } } JAim&1 JAim J, JAi1 JAi2 J } } } JAim&1JAim J.
Since a1 , ..., ad+1 are linearly independent,
dim(Ai1+ } } } +Aim)=dim(A1+ } } } +Ad+1)d+1
and, by Lemma 3, all the above products are zero; hence f vanishes on
these elements. K
As a consequence of the previous lemma we get:
Lemma 5. Let A be as above and let Jq=0 for some q0. Then, for any
f # Qd+1, q , f #0 is an identity for A.
Proof. The polynomial f contains q alternating sets of variables and
each set consists of d+1 variables. When evaluating f in A, if we replace
at least one of these alternating sets with elements from the semisimple sub-
algebra B then the value of f will be zero by Lemma 4. On the other hand,
if at least one variable from each alternating set is replaced by an element
of J, then the value of f will belong to Jq=0. K
4. COMPUTING THE EXPONENTIAL GROWTH
A basic tool for finding a lower bound for the codimensions will be the
following
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Theorem 2 [4, Theorem 1]. Let A be the algebra of n_n matrices over
a field of characteristic zero. Then the polynomial
f (x1 , ..., xn2 , y1 , ..., yn2)
= :
_, { # Sn2
(sgn _{) x_(1) y{(1) x_(2) x_(3) x_(4) y{(2) y{(3) y{(4)
} } } x_(n2&2n+2) } } } x_(n2) y{(n2&2n+2) } } } y{(n2)
is a central polynomial for A,
Notice that the polynomial f is multilinear and alternating in each set of
variables [x1 , ..., xn2] and [ y1 , ..., yn2]; also
f =C T* (x1 y1x2x3x4 y1 y2 y3 } } } x(n&1)2+1 } } } xn2 y (n&1)2+1 } } } yn2),
where *=(2n2) is a 2_n2 rectangle and T* is a suitable tableau of shape
*.
We now prove the main result of this paper
Theorem 3. Let A be an algebra finite dimensional over a field of
characteristic zero. Then, for some positive integers a1 , a2 , r1 , r2 and d, we
have
a1 nr1 d ncn (B)a2nr2 d n.
Proof. By Remark 1 we may assume that F is algebraically closed and
let d=d(A) denote the integer defined before Lemma 3. Then Lemmas 2
and 5 give us an upper bound cn (B)Cnr d n. Let us prove that there exists
a similar lower bound.
Consider a family of simple subalgebras satisfying (1) with
dimF (C1+ } } } +Ck)=d. Since F is algebraically closed for i=1, ...k, C i is
isomorphic to a matrix algebra over F and let di=dimF Ci .
For every i let fi (x1 , ..., xdi , y1 , ..., ydi) be the central polynomial for Ci
constructed in Theorem 2. Recall that fi is alternating in each set of
variables [x1 , ..., xdi] and [ y1 , ..., ydi] separately. Since fi is central in Ci ,
there exist elements a i1 , ..., a
i
di
, b i1 ..., b
i
di
# Ci such that fi (a i1 , ..., a
i
di
,
bi1 , ..., b
i
di
)=1i where 1i is the unit matrix of Ci .
For positive integers i, j, k, l let x ji , y
j
i , zk , ul be distinct variables. It is
clear that for any t1 the polynomial
fi (x11 , ..., x
1
di
, y11 , ..., y
1
di
) } } } f i (x t1 , ..., x
t
di
, y t1 , ..., y
t
di
)
corresponds to C T+i where T+i is a rectangle of height di and width 2t.
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For any t1 consider the polynomial
gt= gt (x11 , ..., x
1
d1
, y11 , ..., y
1
d1
, x21 , ...x
2
d1
, y21 , ..., y
2
d1
, ...,
x tk1 , ..., x
tk
dk
, y tk1 , ..., y
tk
dk
, z1 , ..., zk , u1 , ..., uk&1)
= f1 (x11 , ..., y
1
d1
) } } } f1 (xt1 , ..., y
t
d1
) z1u1
f2 (x t+11 , ..., y
t+1
d2
) } } } f2 (x2t1 , ..., y
2t
d2
) z2 u2 } } } zk&1uk&1
fk (x (k&1) t+11 , ..., y
(k&1) t+1
dk
) } } } fk (xkt1 , ..., y
kt
dk
) zk
and denote by g t the alternating sum
g t=\ :_1 , {1 # Sd (&1)
_1{1+ } } } \ :_t , {t # Sd (&1)
_t{t+ gt ,
where _i acts on x i1 , ..., x
i
d1
, x t+i1 , ..., x
t+i
d2
, ..., x t(k&1)+i1 , ..., x
t(k&1)+i
dk
and
{i acts on y i1 , ..., y
i
d1
, y t+i1 , ..., y
t+i
d2
, ..., y t(k&1)+i1 , ..., y
t(k&1)+i
dk
. All the
variables x ji , y
j
i in g t are divided into 2t distinct sets with d=d1+ } } } +dk
alternating variables in each set. The total degree of g t is equal to
2dt+2k&1. Loosely speaking g t is constructed from the tableau obtained
by gluing one on top of the other all the tableaux T+i .
By the definition of the subalgebras C1 , ..., Ck it follows that there exist
r1 , ..., rk&1 # J, c1 # C1 , ..., ck # Ck such that c1r1c2 r2 } } } rk&1ck {0. There-
fore if we take z1=c1 , ..., zk=ck , u1=r1 , ..., uk&1=rk&1 and
x ( j&1) t+1i =x
( j&1) t+2
i = } } } x
jt
i =a
j
i ,
y ( j&1) t+1i = y
( j&1) t+2
i = } } } = y
jt
i =b
j
i ,
then we will get the following value of g t
( f1 (a11 , ..., b
1
d1
))t c1r1 ( f2 (a21 , ..., b
2
d2
))t c2r2 } } } rk&1 ( fk (ak1 , ..., b
k
dk
))t ck
=c1r1 c2r2 } } } rk&1ck {0.
Therefore g t is not an identity on A. Moreover for any s1, if w1 , ..., ws
are some new variables, then it follows that also the polynomial g tw1 } } } ws
is not an identity for A (in fact it is enough to set wi=1k for all i in the
above evaluation).
For any N2d, consider the space of multilinear polynomials VN=
VN(x1 , ..., xN). By dividing N&2k+1 by 2d, we can write N=2td+2k&
1+s for some integers t1 and 0s2d&1. If we set n=2td, then, by
the above, the polynomial
w= g t (x1 , ..., xn , xn+1 , ..., xn+2k&1) xn+2k } } } xN # VN
does not belong to Id(A), the T-ideal of identities of A.
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If we embed Sn into SN by letting it act on 1, ..., n, then we can regard
VN as a left Sn -module (so, Sn acts on the first n variables x1 , ..., xn). Let
us denote by M the FSn -submodule of VN generated by w. We shall prove
next that the dimension of M is greater or equal to Cnr d n for suitable C, r.
Since M{0, M contains some irreducible Sn -submodule corresponding
to FSn eT* for some * V n and tableau T* . Suppose that the height h(T*)
of T* is greater than d and the corresponding diagram D* contains at least
q boxes out of the first d rows where Jq=0. Since eT*=R T* C T* {0 is an
essential idempotent, C T* eT* {0; hence the identity eT* (w)#0 is equivalent
to the identity
w$=C T* eT* (w)#0
and we need to evaluate w$ on A. Notice that w$ is a linear combination
of polynomials of the type C T* (x i1 } } } x iN); therefore in order to prove that
w$#0 is an identity on A it is enough to show that f =C T* (x1 } } } xN)
vanishes on A. Let *$=(d+r1 , ..., d+rs , *$s+1 , ..., *$m) be the conjugate
partition of *; here r1+ } } } +rsq and *$s+1 , ..., *$md. Since for every
i=1, ..., s, f is alternating on a set of d+ri variables, if we substitute for
d+1 of these variables elements from the semisimple subalgebra B, we will
get zero by Lemma 4. Hence we have to substitute in this set of variables
at least ri elements from J for i=1, ..., s. Thus in all we substitute in f ,
r1+ } } } +rsq elements from J. Since Jq=0, we get that f vanishes in A.
We have proved that if FSn eT* M then either h(D*)d or h(D*)>d and
D* has at most q&1 boxes out of the first d rows.
Suppose that the length l(T*) of T* is more than 2t. By the definition of
w all the variables x1 , ..., xn in _(w) are still separated into 2t alternating
sets, for every _ # Sn . Since the action of R T* gives symmetrization on more
than 2t variables, it follows that R T* _(w)=0. Thus eT* (w)=0.
It follows that M contains some nonzero submodule of the type FSneT*
where the diagram D* contains the rectangle D+=D((2t&q+1)d ) . Since by
[10], d+ &C(n&dq+d )r d n&dq+d for some constants C, r we get that
dim FSneT*C1 (n&dq+d )
r d n&dq+d. (3)
Since q and d are constants, it follows from (3) that
dim MC2n p d n (4)
for some other constants C2 , p. Since N&n=2k&1+s is also a constant,
as above it follows that cN(A)C3N t d N for some C3 , t and this completes
the proof of the theorem. K
We now record the most significant results about Inv(A). For an algebra
A we denote with Z=Z(A) the center of A.
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Corollary 1. Let A be a finite dimensional algebra over a field F of
characteristic zero. Then Inv(A) exists and is an integer.
If F is algebralically closed, then Inv(A)=dimF G where G is a suitable
semisimple subalgebra of A.
By a theorem of Kemer ([7]) if A is a finitely generated PI-algebra then
there exists a finite dimensional algebra B such that Id(A)=Id(B). There-
fore the following corollary holds
Corollary 2. If A is a finitely generated algebra over F, then Inv(A)
exists and is an integer.
Corollary 3. Let A be a finite dimensional semisimple algebra over a
field F of characteristic zero. Let A=i Ai be the decomposition of A into
simple subalgebras. Then Inv(A)=maxi[dimZ(Ai) A i].
Proof. Let F be the algebraic closure of F. Then AF F $
i (Ai F F )$i (Bi1  } } } Bisi) where Bi1 $ } } } $Bisi are simple algebras
central over F and si=[Z(Ai): F]. By definition Inv(A)=maxi[dimF Bi1]
and the conclusion of the corollary follows since (dimZ(Ai)Ai)[Z(Ai) : F]=
dimF Ai=dimF Ai F F =(dimF Bi1)[Z(Ai) : F].
Corollary 4. Let A be a finite dimensional algebra over a field F of
characteristic zero. Then
1. if A is not simple, Inv(A)dimF A&1;
2. if A is simple Inv(A)=dimZ(A) A;
3. A is central simple over F if and only if Inv(A)=dimF A.
Proof. The proof of (2) and the first part of (3) follow from the pre-
vious corollary. Let now A =AF F and suppose that Inv(A)=
dimF A=dimF A . Now, either A is nilpotent and Inv(A)=0 or A contains
a semisimple subalgebra B. In the latter case by the definition dimF A =
Inv(A)dimF B. Thus A =B is semisimple and by the hypothesis and the
previous corollary we get that A must be central simple over F. K
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